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C' 
(. Intrpduction 

Pursuant to the Court', Preheating Order, dated August to, 2010, Complainant (EPA) 

hereby ftlcs its. Proposed Penalty Analysis. As discussed below, all analysis of the statutory 

penalty factors found in section 309(g)(3) of the CWA, considered in light of the evidence in this 

ease, fully supports the proposed penalty of $177500,the statutory maximum Class II penalty 

allowable under sectiou 309(g)(2)(B) of the CWA. Respondents' Prehearing Exchange (PIlE) 

presents no fncts or defenses that change Complainant's position that the Re'ipondents violated 

section 404 of the CWA or that support a reduction io the proposed penalty. 

'file statutory penalty factors that must be considered in detcnnining the penalty include; 

(1) the narure, circumstances, extent and gravity of the violation, and with respect to the violator, 

(2) ability to pay, (3) any prior history of such violalions, (4) thedogree of culpability, (5) the 
economic benefit or savings (if any) resulting from the violation. and (6) such other matters as 

justice may require. Complainant will address each of these factors, and ruso respond to 
Respondents' argument.. and defenses herein as they pertain to the evaJuaUon of the penal!y 
factors, 

II. Penalty Policy Dis~ssion 

In the absence of a specific penalty policy for C\VA section 404 cases in litigation, 

EPA Region 4 has looked to EPA's general penalty policy document'i for guidance in 
interpreting the statutory penalty factors in this case, including EPA'8 Policy on Civil Penalties 
and it Framework/or Statute Speciju: Approache!f to Penalty Assessments, both issued on 

February 16. 1984 (hereinafter collectively referred to as "the Policy"), This Policy is not 



~pecifjc to the CWA, but was issued to provide guidance to EPA's program enforcement offices 

in their development of slatute-spe\.'ific penalty policies. EPA also has reviewed administrative 

and civil ca.'ie law for guidance on how courts have interpreted <:md applied the statutory penalty 

factors. 

The Policy advis.es. first calculating a "preliminary deterrence figure" by determining the 

economic benefit gained and combining it with the gravity component of the penalty, foHowed 

by consideration of the additional penalty factors in section 309(g). To effectuate a key goal of 

assessing penalties - to deter people from violating the CWA, violators must be placed in a worse 

position lhan people who have complied with the law. If a violator is allowed to benefit from 

noncompliance. competitors who comply will be ph,,;ed at a competitive disadvantage. For that 

reason, the Policy instructs that any penalties assessed should, at a minimum, remove economic 

henefits resulting from the noncompliance. The impurtance of recovering economic benefit has 

been recognized and emphasized by administrative and civil courts. 

The Policy further provides that deterrence requires an additional amount in the penalty 

to ensure that the violator is economically worse off than if it had obeyed the law, This amoWlt 

is based on the seriowmess of the violation and i", known as the '''gravity'' portion of the penalty, 

and encompasses the !>ection 309(g} statutory factor of the "nature, circumstances, extent and 

gravity of the violation." The detcnninalion of gravity requires consideration of actual or 

potential harm (whether and to what extent the violation actually resulted or was likely to result 

in an unpermitted discharge or exposure) and the importance to the regulatory scheme (focusing 

on the importance of the requirement to achieving the goal of the statute or regulation). 

The Policy also suggests that the gravity amount (but not the economic benetit) should be 

adjusted upward or downward based on the following additional ~tatutory factors: (1) degree of 

willfulness and/or negligence (i.e., the statutory factor of"culpability"); (2) history of 

noncompliance: (3} ability to pay; and (4) other unique factors specific to the violator or the case, 

and that the degre:e of the violator's cooperation or noncooperation should be factored into the 

penalty a~ well, As sho\\'TI below, EPA Region 4 believes that these additional factors, even 

when analyzed apart from the economic benefit and gravity factors warrant the assessment of the 

fun statutory penalty. 

!II. Sum!!llllY of Proposed Pew\:: 

Complainant believes that the statutory maximum of $177500 is an appropriate penalty 

in this case. Respondents have refused to restore lhe streams to their pre~impat,1. (un-piped and 

un-fined) condition. In the event that these impacts would have ever been permitted had 

Respondents followed the required permitting process, mitigation would have been required for 

all penniued impacts. Given thal the streams have been impacted for a number of years, and 

remain Impacted to this day, Respondents have gained an enotmQUS economic benefit in this 
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case resulting from their failure to conduct the mitigation that a compliant party \vould have had 

to conduct for this amount of impact to the streams, 

As will be shown below. the estimated CORt of mitigation for this degree of stream impact 

(ranging between $546,860 and $745,718) far exceeds the Cia., nstarutory maximum penalty of 

$177.500. Therefore. based on the economic benefit factor alone, the statulory maximum 

penalty is fully justified. In addition, EPA believes that the gravity portion of the penalty alone 

could also justifiably be assessed at the statutory maximum for the violations. If the economic 

benetit and gravity portions are somehow detennined to be less than the statutory maximum in 

thil) case, EPA believes that the additional statutory factors of culpability, noncooperation. ability 

[0 pay, and other factors as jus:tice requires warrant increasing the penalty up to the statutory 

maximwn. 

IV, Analvsis of S~tutory Penaltv Factors 

1, Economic Benefit 

a. Background on Mitigation Requirements 

Respondents real Lr.ed a significanl economic benefit by avoiding the costs associated with 

obl!lining a CWA section 404 penni! from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (COE) for the 

piping work conducted at the Site. Though these costs typically include fees for consultants to 

submit an application to the COE. the primary economic benefit realized. by Respondents was the 
avoided costs associated with mitigating for unavoidable impacts to waters of the U.S. 

Under the CWA section 404 Guidelines (40 C.F.R. Pan 230) and the COE regulations 
(33 C.ER. Part 323). whenever a project is proposed for a discharge of it pollutant into a water of 
the: United States for which a permit is required. and in cases ill which au applicant wishes to use 
a nationwide permit that requires- submittal of preconstruc,,:tion notification (PeN) to the COE, the 
permit application andlor PCN must include an analysis of alternatives to lhe proposed work that 
will avoid andloT minimize any adverse impacts on waters of the U.S., and must also propose 
compensatory mitigation options. to offset unavoidable impact.,. If the COE determines that 
lmavoidable adverse impacts will occur, but that a pennit can be issued, the applicant will be 
required to "mitigate" for the impacts to replace aquatic resource functions that win be 
unavoidably lost or adversely affected by the authori7:ed activities. 

The COE must determine the compensatory mitigation that will be required as part of the 
pennit, based on what is practicable and capable of compen~ating fot the aquatic resource 
functions that will be lost a<; a result of the permitted activity. Mitigation projects Can be 
conducted on-site or off~sjte on private and public land, through several approache$ including 
resroration, enhancement, establishment. and preservation of water resources. Alternatively, 
mitigation can be satisfied by purcllasing "mitigation credits" from "mitigation banks" or "in-lieu 
fee" programs. Mitigation ba.nk.-.. operate on a market ba.r;ls and the cost per stream credit varies 
depending on the location of the impacts, availability of ctetlits. competition for the "'!edits, and 
uther factors. 
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By ignQring the permitting proce~$. Respondents undcnnined the purposes of the ~ection 
404 program and prevented the COE from carefully reviewing the project, and evaluating 
available alternatives and potential adverse impacts. Addilionally. Respondents' actions 
preduded the COE from determining whether a pennit was appropriate. and, if so. what 
mitigation was required to compensate for adverse impi1I..-"\s, As a result of their actions. 
Respondents have gained a huge economic benefit and competitive advantage over other 
developers in the area by having totally avoided incurring any costs to mitigate for the adverse 
impacts they have caused, and whiclt continue to the present day, 

b, Calculation of Mitigation Costs 

To calculate estimated costs of mitigation. EPA detennined the quantity of stream credits 
required for mitigation using the COE's mt'thodology (see below) and multiplied that amount by 
the cost per stream credit that would have been charged by mitigation banks. The total numher 
of compensatory mitigation credits required [or the existing impactS on the Site is 9,942.9. At 
the time the impacts fIrst OCCUlTed in 2004· 2005, stream mitigation credits were aval1able for 
approximately $55/credit. In 2009-10. credits were available at an average cost of S75/c-redit. 
Multiplying the cost per credit x 9,942.9 credits required, yields a lotal estimated cost for 
mitigation in 2004-2005 of approximately $546.860. and for 2009-2010, approximately 
$745.718. 

TIle impacted streams are located within the con"s Savannah District. which has 

developed a standard operating procedure (SOP) to be used to quantify appropnate 

compensatory mitigation for adverse impacts to waters of the U.S. (see Complainant's Exhibit. 

"eX" 30), The SOP is broken dovm into two separate melhodologies~ one for wetlands and open 

waters. and one for riverine systems and streams (stream SOP). The stream SOP, which was 

applied by EPA in this case, takes the following factors into consideration to develop a 

ltlUltiplier which is u.<;ed to calculate the mitigation credit.; required: (1) stream type; (2) the 

importance of the area in which the stream is located; (3) the existing CQudition of the stream: (4) 

duration of the impact; (5) dominant type of impact; and finally, (6) a scaling factor that account." 

for the cumulative munber of linear feet impacted by a project The total number of tn.itigation 

credits required is derived by applying the multiplier to the le-ngths of impact for each stre.am. 

Once the COE has issued a permit. applicants may satisfy their mitigation requirements by the 
options noted above, 

In applying the SOP to Q1l1ll1tify the number of credits reqnired for compensatory 

mitigation to address the impacts to the streams ill this case, EPA inputted conservative numeric 

values into the COE'~ stream SOP worksheet. A summary of EPA's analYSis of each SOP factor 

as applied to the impacts at the Site is presented below, along with EPA's response to some of 

the defens,es raised by Respondents as they might relate to Ihese factors. 

1. Stream Type Impacted - Perennial 
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During its De.cem'ber 2009 and November 2010 ~ite visits. EPA conducted surveys using 

the North Carolina Divi,ion of Water Quality Stream Identification FOlm ("NeID") and 

determined that each of the ~tream reaches impacted is a perennial stream} with a width of less 

than 15 feet, {eX 15 and 31}. The streams were a..signed a value of 0.8 on the SOP work:iheet. 

Complainant obtained additional evidence confuming the detennination that the strea.:rns are 

perennial from severalloc81 residents with ftrst-hand knowledge of the streams, One man who 

has lived in a home bordered by stream 4 since 1953 advised EPA that the stream flows all year 

and that he has never seen it dry up Jor any period of time during all the years he has live-d there, 

Another, an employee at the golf course aero» old Highway 441 from the Site, advised EPA that 

in the 15 years that he has worked at the golf course, streams 2.1 and 3 have always flowed and 

never been dry. Another resIdent in the area who has lived her entire life on the property through 

which streaml crosses before entering the Site. indk'uted that she has never observed the stream 

not nmning or being dry. 

Respondents have argued that stream 4 is an ephemeral channel that flows only in 

response to rain and that the remaining streams have intcnniuent flow based on their consultant's 

application of the NeID form. With regard to 'itream 4. Respondents oonsultant's stream 

a$seS$ment indicates Utat mey found only limited mlgratory~type 'ipccies that live in more 

stagnant water with a lower life cycle that is indicative of an ephemeral environment rather than 

intermittent or perennial. However, on November 9, 2010. ComplainMt conducted a follow up 

assessment of stream 42 upstream from [he portion piped by R~pofldents, and in the fmt dip net 

sample scooped out of the stream found a great diversity of species that are not typically present 

in ephemeral or even intennittent streams but arc found only in perenniru streams. Therefore. 

EPA's most recent stream assessment COnflfrns its earlier tietermination that stream 4 is indeed a 

perenniaJ stream. 

Additionally, EPA rc-confirmed that the other streams were also peremiai, which 

conclusion is further supported by the residents' observations as noted above. EPA attempted to 

duplicate as closely a'\ possible the sampling locations noted in Respondents' assessment. Based 

on the field observations: and sampling of the streams, and input of information into the NCID 

fOnTI. the result was the same as EPA's December 2009 assessment streams 1.2,1. and 3 are 

defmitely perennial (eX 31). 

2. Priority Area: Trout Streams 

1A perennial stream is defined as having a oontinuous flow regime and L'i therefore considered a permanent source of 
flowing water. Small perennial sireams (less thanl!> fett in width} arc given the highest value under the mitigation 
SOP. 

;: On September 1.2010, a revised North Carolina Scream identifICation Form was Issued (Vers!on 4,1). During 
EPA's November 9, 2OJO, npdated assessment, EPA cornplt+te<i both the old form and the new ['Orin. and under both 
fonns. !he result was (he same -me streams are perennial. 
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The Georgia EnvironmenUlI Protection Division (EPD) classifies all tributnries to the 

Chauooga River as primary trout waters. These streams are tributaries to the Chattooga River 

and therefore are primary trout waters. The SOP provides thal streams. classified as primary trout 

waters. are primary priority area .. given a value of 1.5. Therefore. EPA a.~signed these s.treams a 

value of 1.5 for this factor. 

3. Existing Conditiuns of the Stream;; 

EPA acknowledges that prior to the piping impllc~ the streams running across 

Respondent..' property were impaired due to several factors, including several preexisting 

modifications made to the streams, the periodic presence of some cattle, and {.;onstruction for a 

highway right of way. Therefore, each of the five impacted reaches is Hsted on the SOP 

worksheet as being fully impaired and has: an a!lsigned the value of 0.25. Respondents argue that 

because the streams are degraded and water quality is impaired, the streams have no nexus to a 

Traditional r.:avigable Water (TNWs). Res.pondents. have confused the Issue of slream quality 

with the pr(X;ess for determining whether a stream is a jurisdictional water of the U.S. These are 

completely separate issues. Whether or not a stream i:<. of high or low quality may affect the 

amount of required compensatory mitigation, but is not determinative of whether it has the 

required nexus to a Tl'tW that would make it ajurisdictiQual water of the U.S. Respondents have 

made no showing. and cannot show that there is no biological. physical. and chemical connection 

between these streams and tile TNWs, including Stekoa Creek and the Chattooga River, as 

demonstrated in Complainant's Jurisdictional memo (eX 16). 

4. Duration of Impacts 

Respondents have been unwHling to remove the piping from the fitreams despite having 

been ordered to do so in March 2006. The impacts have continued for well over 4 years, Under 

the SOP, the duration of the impact is considered to be permanent and has a corresponding value 

of 0.2. 

5. Dominant Type of Impact 

Each of the stream reaches was placed in a pipe gre-ater than 100 feet in length, which has 

a corresponding value in the SOP of 3.0. Complainant'S prehe-aring exchange lists the impact on 

Stream 4 as 100 feet; however, the estimated length was detennmed by measurement in the field 

and is listed in the inspector's field notes at 102 reet. (eX 8). 

6. Scaling Factor 

Scaling factor is a means of quantifying the cumulative impact that occurs when several 

$maller impacts occur wilhin the same watershed, The S<.:aling factor for total impacts of over 

1.000 feet L, 0.4 for every 1.000 feet. The total impact of 1,518 feet was calculated using GIS 

mapping and field measurements, and the corresponding scaling factor is 0.8. Stream 1 was 194 
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feet, Stream 2.1 was 178 feet. Stream 2.2 was R42 feet. Stream 3 was 202 feet. and Strerun 4 was 

102 feet. (eX 15). 

In Hghl of the fmdings above showing that the cost of compensatory mitigation that 

Respondents have failed to perform ranges between approxunately $546.139 and $744,735, the 
economic benefit gained by Respondents warrants a."lsessment of the full statutory maximum 

penalty of SI77 ,500. 

2. N~ure, Circumstances. Extent anti Gravity 

As noted earlier. the determination of gravity requires consideration of actual or potential 

harm (whether and to what extent the violation actually resulted or was likely to result in an 

unpe-nnitted discharge) and the importance to the regulatory scheme (fOctlSing on the importance 

of the requirement to achieving the goal of the statute or regulation), Respondents conducted" 
participated in, andlor authorized the discharges of pollutants from a point source mto navigable 

waters by placing five segments of four unnamed tributaries to Slekoa Creek into concrete pipes, 

for a total impact of approximately 1,500 linear feet. These activities were an conducted without 

required permits in violation of section 404 of the CWA. Respondents' unpermitted discharges 

and continuing failure to remove the piping or to mitigate for the impacts, have resulted in actual 

and potential harm and constitute serious violations that warrant the assessment of the statutory 

maximum penally of 5177,500. 

The four impacted tributaries include three headwater streams that combine to flow into 

Stekoa Creek. from the west. and an additional headwater stream that enters Stekoa C'Teek 

directly from the east. Even in instances such as this where the water quality of the headwater 

streams may be impaired for wme parameters (i.e. sediment), these headwater streams continue 

to serve several important functions such as nutrient uptake and processing. cold water habilat 

for macroinvertebrate and other aquatic species, and watershed and groW1dwater recharge. 

Despite their small size. h.eadwater sLreams are critical to the overall function of aquatic 

ecosystems and maintain hydrologic and coologl<:a) connectivity to navigabJe walen;. It is 

estimated that frrst and seoond~order streams (headwater streams) comprise approximately 70% 

of the total stream length in the United States, excluding Alaska. Organic material and 

invertebrntes exrx>rtcd from headwater s.treams can substantially subsidize downstream waters 

such as Stekoa Creek and the Chatlooga River by providing a continuous supply of energy to 

support the downstream ecosystem. 

Prior to being placed in pipes. the st..rearn.l> had been impacted by channel relocation. 
vegetative buffet removal, channelization, and/Qr cattle hoof shear on the ba.nk-'I; and within the 
stream charmcls, Despite their degmded condition. these stream~ provide habitat and contribute 
nutrients. cold water base flow and other ecological elements to Stekoa Creek. n~ evidenced by 
the current oondition of Streams 1 (upstream of Site property) and 2.2 (in the open section of the 
stream located between the piped segments on the property). Both Stream 1 and Stream 2.2 are 
channelized streams with a grass buffer that flow through land periodically used ru:; cattle pa"ture, 
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yet they each support a diverse and ahundant assemblage of macroinvertebrate~ and other aquatic 
species sllch as crayfish and amphibians. The pres.ence of sllch species is a strong indicator that 
ecological functions are taking place and contributing a significant input to Stekoa Creek. the 
neMestTNW, 

The primary objective of the CWA is "to restore and maIntain the chemical. physical, and 
biologkal integrity of the Nation's waters." C'VA § J01(a). "In order to achieve this objective, . 
. "it is the national gual !.hal: wherever attainahle. an interim goal of water quality which provides 
for the protection and propagation of fish," CWA § 101(.)(2}, If left in place, the nnpennitted 
pipes pennanently atmihilate these sections of stream. rather than restoring the water quality of 
this already hnp.ired stream system as would be intended by the CWA As Respondents 
recognize in thcir luribdictional Assessment Report, essentially all biological. chemical and 
physical function.'. are lost in piped portions of streams. and this is the very reason why 
placement of fill into waters of !.he United States is so carefully regulated. However, 
Respondents' assertion that pipes sever jurisdiction by severing any biological. chemical and 
physical nexus between upstteam and downstream segments of a water is completely false. 

Respondents.' placement of these headwater tributaries into pipes has resulted in complete 

functional loss. including loss of aquatic habirar, within these piped ~treilm segments. 

Respondents' impacts can also be expected to lead to increased velocity of the streams from 

straightening and piping of the channels. and i11crensoo erosion within the remaining portion of 

the on-Site streams as well as within Stekoa Creek. Piping of headwater streams results in a 

rcUuction of biological diversity in the macromvertebrate community, reduced oxygen transfer 

(the piped area is not open to the atmosphere and the natural falls and riffles have been 
removed). reduced flood proteCtion, interruption of the aquatic insect cycle (insect drift 

important for drift feeding fish such as trout), and reduced water quality. Increased erosion and 

sediment in the stream:. may contribute to further degradation of dow-ostream waters including 

Stekoa Creek and the Chauooga River, al~ a TNW. 

Despite the already impacted condition of the streams on lhis Site. the gravity of the 

additional piping impact" is significant for several reasons. First. Stekoa Creek is listed on 

Georgia's CWA Section 303(d) list for biological and habitat impairment due to exce:;s,ive 

~edjmentation. Respondents' construction activities resulted in the discharge of pollutants into 

the streams that appears to have included sediment (see ex 4). Pollutants discharged from 

Respondents,' property into Slekoa Creek serve to further impact an already impaired water 

body. Second, the waters within the Stekoa Creek watershed are aU considered to be primary 

trout streams according to the Georgia EPD, and by virtue of mis designation, as Outstanding 

Resource Waters. The Chattooga River itself is liloited as a National Wild and Scenic River and is 

notably impacted by pollutants originating within the city of Clayton. Georgia. 

Unpennittcd impacts to the headwaters of these systems place stress on waters that arc 

considered to be of particular importance to the state of Georgia and compromises the 

co~iderable efforts being made to return Stekoa Creek to a fishable and swimmable condition. 
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two of the key goals of Congress in enacting: the CWA. The 404 program 'W'1lS established to 

lluthorize certain limited discharges and impacts through issuance of penni!s that. with review 

nnd approval by the COE. may not detract from the overall purpose of the CWA's goals of 

restoring the waters of the U.S. 

In this case, Respondents have complet.ely subverted the purpo~e of the 404 program and 

the CWA it,elf by ignoring these critical permitting requirements, hy failing to correct the 

violations. and by failing to mitigate for the impacts to the streams. Complainant contends that 

the actual and potentia1 harm of permanently piping these streams is serious. and taken together 

with Respondents' circumvention of the statutory pemJitting requirements and unwiHingncss to 

restore these streams. warrant the assessment of the statutory maximum penalty ofS177,500. 

Additional Statutory Penalty Factors 

3. ~.of CulpabiI.ity (Willfulness andior Negligence) 

The "degree of (,:ulpability" statutory factor is expressed in the Policy as the degree of 
willfulness andlor negligence, and is determined based on how much control the violator had 
over the events constituting the violation, the foreseeability of the events constituting the 
violation. whether the violator took reasonable precautions. whether the violator knew or should 
have known of the hazards associated with the conduct, and whether the violator in fact knew of 
the legal requirement which was violated. Respondent Jeffrey Duvall. and by extension, his 
company, Duvall Development, the owner of the land, had total control over the evenl<o 
constituting the violation. took 110 reasonable precautions to find an alternative to placing the 
streams in the pipes, knew that pipiIlg the streams would create environmental concem<:;, and 
knew of the CWA requirements for permitting. Complainant contends that Respondents' degree 
of culpability is extremely high, 

At the time the unpermitted work was conducted, Ieffrey Duvall was aware of. and 
understood the section 404 pennitting requirements, as weU as the importance of having COE 
review the proposed project to detennine whether it should be allowed. His knowledge of CWA 
requirements generally. and ::;ection 404 permitting requirements in particular. 1S based on several 
factors. First. in 2002. Mr. Duvall submitted a preconstruction notification (PCN) to COE 
seeking authori7.ation pursuant to Nationwide Permit 27 to dredge and fill a 1.700 linear foot 
section oftlre stream banks ofrhe Stekoa River along a stretch of propetty o\Vnoo by one of 
Ieffrey Duvall's companies located just a short distance downstream oCthe Site property at issue 
in this case. (eX 24). 

Though Mr. Duvall, like other applicants, might have rought help from the Natural 
Resource Conservation Service (NRCS. part ofU,S. Dept of Agriculture) in preparing the PCN 
to the COE, this did not mean that he wa'i not aware of the purpose of the project, the necessary 
permitting requirements. or the process by which a permit could be obtained. The PCN was 
submitted in Mr. Duvall's name and on his behalf. for it projf(.'T that he proposed. and the 
permitted activity was performed hy Mr. Duvall on land owned by one of Mt. Duvall's 
companies. All COE correspondem.:e was directed to Mr, Duvall. On September .5, 2002, Mr. 
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Duvall faxed a request to the COE for a oopy of the permi!. The COE's October 25, 2002, 
permit approvall.ttcr (CX 25) stated that: 

The sub.jeet property c:ontains waten! of the U$, which are considered to be within the 
jurisdiction of section 404 of the CWA, and that "the placement of dredged or fill 
material into any waterways. and/or their adjacent wetlands including material re
deposited during mechanized land clearing or excavation of wetlands wou1d require prior 
authorization... This authorization should not be construed to mean that any future 
project,; requiring Department of the Army authorization would necessarily he 
authorized. ~4"ny new proposal, whether associated with this project or fiol. would be 
evaluated on a casc-by-casc basis. Any prior approvals would not be a determining 
factor in making a decision on any future request. 

Mi'. Duvall's involvement with the 2002 project gave rum specific knowledge of the 404 permit 

requirements. and this knowledge carried tbrward to the stream piping project several yearn later. 

The ,ec'OM me",,, by which Mr. Duvall gained knowledge about the CWA was through 

his involvement as a reprC!>entative for the "Stekoa Cre.ek Group." a partnership of Im.'ul private 

and public stakeholders organized to help improve and protect Stekoa Creek. The Stekoa Creek 

Group is listed as a stakeholder in the Stekoa Creek TMDL implementation plan that was. 

developed by the Georgia Mountains Regional Commission and submitted to the Georgia 

Department of Environmental Protection in 2002. Mr. Duvall's knowledge and prominence in 

the Group led to his being invited as a guest speaker on behalf of the Group at the 2005 Georgia 

Water Resources Conference where he spoke on the topic of "The Successes and Challenges of 

Implementing Sediment and Pathogen TMDL's in Stekoa Creek:' Through his involvement 

with this Group, and his permitted stream project in 2002. Mr. Duvall had experience discussing 

water quality issues with both state and federal regulators regarding adverse impacts to local 

streams. His current claim that he had no knowledge of the CWA section 404 permitting 

rcquiremcIll'i in 2004 and 2005 when he piped the .streams is dii;mgenUOus. at best, and a 

complete fabrication at worst. 

Finally. jt musl be noted that Respondents are prominent. sophisticated land owners and 

developeTI\ in Clayton. Georgia. At approximately the same time that the piping work and 

violation.~ first occurred. Respondents orchestrated the sale and site development for a Wal-Mart. 

and later a Home Depot, On land owned by Mr. Duvall andlor one of his companies. located 

directly across Hwy 44 I from the Site in this case, Development of that scale would have 

required cxt.erll)ive coordination and pemlitting through local, state and federal authorities, so it 

cannot be reasonably postulated that Respondents had no knowledge that alteration of the Site 

property by placing four streams into pipes would require similar coordination and consideration 

of pOSSible permits, including CWA permits. 

Respondents' a(..'tions in knowingly i..'Onducting work without the required permits and 
prior consultation with the COE, their tong-standing failure to correct the violations after being 
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ordered to do so, their refusal to cooperate and to negotiate in good faith. and their failure to 
tnlthfully disclose ownership information. demonstrates a high degree of willfulness and 
negligence, further supporting asses:mlcnt of the statutory maximum penalty in this case. 

4. Ability to Pay 

Based on financial information previously submitted to EPA by Respondent Jeffrey 
Duvall. EPA'. firumcial analyst determined th.t Mr. Duvall h"" the ability to pay the proposed 
penalty. Additionally. based on an intemet research of publicly available infonnation, and a 
search of propcrty records showing the value of properties owned by Duvall Development 
Company, EPA believes that Duvall Development Company also has the ability to pay the 
proposed penalty. Respondents have not submitted any additional financial information to EPA 
or indicated recently that they are claiming inability to pay. If Respondents raise inability to pay 
prior to or at the hearing. EPA wHl seek to offer into evidence the financiallnformation A-fr. 
Duvall submitted previously, and may also seek discovery regarding the fmandaI condition of 
both Respondents. 

5. HistQJY of Noncompliance 

Complainant i~ not aware of other prior violations. 

6. Other JlvIatters Wi Just.ice May Require 

As noted above, Respondents are active developers in the Clayton, Georgia area engaged 

in large s,cale development and sales of property to nationally based retailers. Duval) 

Development Company huys. holds, sells, and develops land and has considerable holdings in 

the area, Given Respondent.. ' hlatant disregard for the permitting requirements associated with 

their activities, Complainant believes that a sjgnificanl penalty is warranted to deter Respondents 

and other dosely~rclated Duvall companies. or any other person or company from committing 

similar violations in the future, and to en.<;Ufe a level playing field within the regulated 

community by preventi.ng Respondents from gaining an unfair economic advantage over other 

developers who have complied with lhe CWA. 

Also, the Stekoa Creek watershed, specifically within the area of Clayton. is the most 

heavily developed within the Chattooga watershed. Compliance with environmental laws is 

necessary to ensure that lhe ("lllTIulative effect of unregulated impacts to waters of the U,S. does 

not further impair Stek:oa Creek or degrade the Wild and Scenic Chattooga River. 

Degree of CoopcrationlNoncooperatton 

In their Prehcaring Exchange, Respondents assert that they have cooperated with EPA 

and acted rea.~nably and in good faith against Complainant' s purportedly unreasonable demand 

th.at Respondents ..pend $300,000 to resolve the case. Rl,'Spondents' characterization of lhis 
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matter is a gross distortion of what has transpired over the past fout years since EPA first 

discovered the violations in March 2006. 

Without any further disclosure of the details of settlement discussion!> held with "-1r. 
Duvall, it was Me. Duvall's proposal for mitigation of the impacts that set the stage for a 

settlement that would have been valued in this tallgC. Following Mr. Duvall's refu.;;al to remove 

the piping and to restore the streams (which he could have accomplished at a reasonable cost 

using his own equipment) and to pay a penalty amount lhat, taken together with the cost of 

restoration, would bave been nowhere near the amount ~. Duvall now complains about, Mr. 

Duvall proposed a settlement ba.-:ed on mitigation. It is important to note that the costs 

associated with mitigating a particular amount of impacts docs not <.:orrespond with the 

reasonableness of a penalty sought by EPA. As explained above. had these activities been 

properly permitted by the COB. the costs of mitigation that would have been required as part of 

the permit would have been significantly higher than the settlement oosts that RespondentS assen 

were unreasonabte. 

Mr. Duvall has engaged in years of delay, deceit. and false starts, rejected everyone of 

EPA's highly reasonable settlement offers. and fmally walked away from the settlement table at 

the last minute. Despite every effort by EPA to resolve the case on teOUl) as favorable as 

possible tu Mr, Duvall, he ultimately failed to cooperate with EPA and his actions have wasted 

an extensive amount of Agency time and resources, To thit) day. be has refused and failed to 

comply with EPA's March 31. 2006. Compliance Order directing him to re5tore the streams, and 

he has refused to mitigate for any of the adver~e impact to the streams. 

Mr. Duvall has also made misrepresentation~ and ~ubmlued false information to EPA 

concerning ownership of the site property. After having met with Mr. Duvall Over a period of 

years during which he repeatedly represented that he conducted the work on his own behalf. that 

he personally owned the land and that no other owners or corporate interests were involved, 

Complainant issued a CWA section 308 information request to him (eX 12), asking for 

jnformation about ownership of the propeny and whether there were any corporate ownership 

interest.~. Mr. DuvalJ's response (eX 13) state~ that the property is owned by Jeffrey Duvall and 

that there was no corporation ownership. However, a title search of Rabun County property 

records revealed that Duvall Development Company ha~ owned the property since 1991. (eX 
14). 

Furthe-r. at no time during the years of sctllement talks did Mr. Duvall ever claim that 

anyone other than he was responsible for piping tile streams or that the decision to conduct the 

work was made by a corporation not a party to this action, In an effort to deflect responsibility 

away from him~elf now that a Complaint has been filed. Mr. Duvall claims that one of his family 

owned companies, DuvaJl Livestock, was responsible for conducting the work on several (but 

not aU) of the streams. and that he only a(..1OO as an employee of the corporation. However. Mr. 

DuvaJl~ as the owner and president of his family companie::., personally directed and conducted 
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the work on all the streams, hired the few workers involved, made all the decisions about the 

work that was, done, and is personally liable for the violatiom. That Duvall Livestock may have 

leased a portion of the Site property at some time does not eliminate Jeffrey Duvall's personal 

liability or the liability of the landowner, Duvall Development. J As indicated below, in light of 

Mr. Duvall's insistence that Duvall Livestock wa;;; involved in the violaliorus. EPA is considering 

filing a Motion for Leave to Amend the Complaint to add Duvall Livestock and Steve Duvall as 

additional respondents in this action. 

In summary, Respondents have refu.<;,ed to cooperate, have acted in bad faith. and have 

engaged in a pattern of dcceilful. dilatory tactics which !ed to Complainant having to file the 

Complaint in this case, Complainant cuntends that Respondents' lack: of cooperation further 

demonstrates- their culpability and supports the assessment of the statutory maximum penalty, 

V. Comp\;~JJ1ant's Resoonse to Dcfen~es Raised in Respondents: Preheating Exchange 

Complainant explains below why the specinc defenses raised hy Respondents do not 

justify any reduction in the penl1lty proposed by EPA 

1. Respondents Argue that Stream, 1.2,2 and 3 may nut be jurisdictional waters, 

Respondents have suggested that these streams "may not be" jurisdictional watePi hased 

on their belief that they are similar to a stream in Blairsville, Georgia, localed in another town in 

north Georgia. which the COE deteunined was not jurisdictionaL Respondents argue that 

because the streams in this case may be similar to the one in Blairsville. they cannot be 

jurisdictional. The argument is nonsensical since there is nothing remotely similar between the 

Blairsville stream situation and the streams in this case in tenns of whether or not these streams 

are jurisdictional, Resp~mdents have provided no analysis of how these streams are similar and 

why they would be treated similarly by the COE, nor have they contested Complainant's specific 

jurisdictional findings that these streams have a physical, biological. and chemical nexus to 

TNWs. Even a cursory comparison of lhe two stream sy.:;tems shows the illogic of Re:;;pondents' 

contention, as there are considerable differem:es rather than similarities that explain the COE's 

determination that the Blairsville stream was not jurisdictional 

The Blairsville stream flows under the City of Blairsville, has unknown origins, 

discharges from a pipe that is built into a wall, and then flows as a stream and discharges into 

and out of a series of ponds. (See aerial photogmph. ex 29), Between two of the ponds. the 

stream bed channel diMppears, and it is believed that water flows out the upper pond when the 

pond is full and runs as a sheet ac1'OSS the adjoining property and tnto a lower pond and then 

discharges into a stream channel and empties into Butternut Creek. The owner of the property 

J Responderus have presented no evidence such as a lease or other dtu:umentation showing that Duvllll Livestock 
has ever formally leased any portion of the ~ite property or had any authority or control over the property or Wd~ 
authmized to make major physical changes. ttl the property as was done by Jeffrey Duvall. 
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where the stream flows out of the pipe sought to develop the land and asserted that the- stream 

was not jurisdictional. 

The COE reviewed the ~ituation and detemlined that it could not definitively conclude 

that there was an unbroken connection in the flow of the stream running across the owner's 

property and Butternut Creek, nnd, since the required nexus could not be deflUitivcly proven, the 

stream was detennined not to be jurisdictionaL This determination was based on the fmding of 
the apparent severance in the flow between the stream and the TNW_ No such severance exists 

in this case. All of the stream.<.; that Respondents PIped flow in an unbroken connection acros~ 
Respondents' property and into a TNW. Therefore, using the Blairsville stream situation as a 

refercnt'e to the streams at issue in this case provides no help to Respondents with regard to the 

jurisdiclional argument. 

2. Respondents argue that even if streams 1. 2.1. and 3 are jurisdictIonal. Respondents 

did not violate s(x'1.ion 404 because the piping work was authorized by Nationwide 

Permit (NWP) 18, 

The work conducted by Respondents was not eligible for N\VP 18, In order to be eligible 

for the u,e of NWP 18 ("Minor Discharge,"), the quantity of discharged material and the volume 

of area excavated must not exceed 25 cubic yards (cy) below the plane of the ordinary high water 

mark (OHWM) or the high tide line, If the disehlll'ge is greater than 10 cy hut less than 25 cy, or 

is into a "special aquatic site" (which includes waters containing "rifflclpool complexes"), the 

project owner must submit a "preconstruction notification" (PCN) to the COE and consult with 

the COE about the project. 

Complainant has detennined that the amount of fill (pipes and soil cover) discharged into 

the streams and the volume of area excavated below the OHWM exceeded 30 cy (see ex 33), 

Therefore, NWP 18 was not available to Respondents. Even if the amount of fill discharged and 

excavated area was less than 25 cy, the discharge was. clearly above 10 cy, requiring the 

Respondents to submit a peN. Also. even ifrhe di~charge was less than 10 CYt Respondents 

were required to submit a PeN because the strea.tns contain riffle pool complexes. as 

demon.'trnted by both Complainant" stream assessment work (eX 15), and Respondents' stream 

assessment work (Respondents' Exhibit II), and as admitted by Re<pondent. in their PHE, By 
failing to submit a peN, Re.~pondents failed to CQmply with the requiremento;; of NWP 18, and as 

a result, the project was not eligible for authorization through NWP 18, even if the amount 

discharged was less than 25 cy, 

3. 	 Respondents could have created a farm pond encompassing streams I, 2.1, and 3 

without a permit 'mdec the so-called "farm pond" exemption, Set'lion 404(f)(1)(C), 
33 u,s,c. § 1344{f)(11(C). 

Respondents seem to argue that because CWA section 404(f) provides for a permitting 

exemption for "farm ponds," Respondents were thereby somehow allowed to pipe the streams 
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without a permit. However. the "farm pond" exemption in section 404(f)( I }(C) is: totaily 
irre1evant to the alleged violations in tills case, The fact that Respondents might have been able 

to cort5truct a fann pond in the area of the streams has no bearing whatsoever on whether the 

streams: are jurisdictional waters of the U.S., or whether a permit was needed before piping those 
streams. Moreover, Respondents dido't construct a pond fjf any size in that area, but rather piped 

the stream~ and leveled the property in violation of permiuing requirements, so the introduction 

of this exemption is, puzzling and completely off point. COE regulations found at 33 CF.R. Part 

323.4 address the ''farm pond" exemption and associated requirements for coverage. and 
Respondents' stream piping activities clearly do not t1t within this exemption, Additionally, 

before a fann pond may be constructed, an appiicant must demorn:trate the size of the pond is 

needed to meet the requirements: of the use proposed for the pond, Rctipondents did not meet 

these requirements. 

4, Piping work on Stream segment 2,2 wa.~ authorized by Nationwide Pennit 3. 

~wp 3 aUows for the repair, rehabilitation, or replacement of any previously authorized, 
currently serviceable. structure or fill. provided that the structure or fill is not to be pul to uses 

differing from those uses specified or contemplated for it in the originaJ permit. Under NWP 3, 
only minor deviations are allowed~ provided the adverse environmentnl effects resulting from 

such repair. rehabilitation. or replacement are minimal, "'Currently serviceable" means useable as 
is or with some maintenance. hut not so degraded as to essentially require recnnstmction. The 
work must begin or be under contract to begin within two years of the date of thelT destruction or 

damage. 

Stream segment 2.2 is piped beginning at the outfall that discharges into Stekoa Creek 
and runs upstream onto the Site property a distance of approximately 1.200 fcct. Complainant's 
po~ition is that approximately half the leng!.h of this piping (the upper 600 feet farthest from the 

outfall) was installed without a permit sometime in or after 2004 in violation of the CWA. 
Respondents state that the entire 1,200 ft length of piping was originally installed in 1988 with 

metal piping and replaced in 2004 afrer the piping had rolled out (see ex 7) and was no longer 
working properly. Respondents argue mat mis replacement work was authorized under NWP 3 

becau~e the original piping was authorized under SWP 26. However, an aerial photograph from 
1999 (see ex 9), as interpreted by EPA. dearly shows that approximately 300-400 feet of the 
Mream that Respondents claimed to have piped in 1988. was visibly t10wing into !.he existing 

pond through a clearly defined stream channel and was not piped. Further. an aerial phutograph 
from 2004 [eX 9) shows that the stream had disappeared indicating that it was piped after 1999. 

NWP 3 could be relied upon only if (1) the existing piping had been currently 
serviceable, which means useable as is or with some maintenance. but not so degraded as to 

essentially require reconstrudion. (2) if the work entailed minor deviations from the original; and 
(3) the work to repair the damage is done within two years after the uwner determined it needed 

repair. NWP 3 is not available for major construction projects that go welJ beyond the original 
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project as this one did. Complainant contends that Respondents' work failed all three 

requirements: the existing 600 feet of piping structure was not then cWl'cntly 5crviceable, the 

work performed went well beyond a minor deviation (instailation of an additiona1600 feet of 

concrete pipe that was 18 in larger in diameter than the alleged original pipe, instal1ation of drop 

inlets. and leveling of entire hillside and placement of large quantities of fjlJ over the pipe), and 

the work was not conducted within two years after Mr, DunH dctennined that the existing 

piping had deteriorated. 

5. 	Respondents argue that the Site property IS bound by a conservation easement and 

cannot be developed. 

Respondents argue that any suggestion that Respondents' infent in piping the streams was 

to prepare the site for development in the same manner as Respondents did with property across 

lhe highway, cannot be tme because in 2003. Jeffrey Duvall placed the property into the county 

conservation easement program which restricts developmenL Respondents have conveniently 

left out key the fact that by placing the property into the program. the owner's propcrty taxes are 

reduced for a period of ten years, but at the end of the 10 years. the easement ends and the 

property may be developed. Moreover. the property can be removed from the program at allY 
time prior to the end of the ea~ement, althoHgh the owner must pay the taxes that were forgiven 

during the prior years a.~ a penalty. The easement on the Site property is due to expire in 2012, 

At that time. fvIr. Duvall can fully develop the property, or sell it to another developer or 

company. ;Mr, Duvall also could choose to remove the property at this time from the ea~ement 

program if market conditions were such that he could maximize profits from the sale of the 

property. He would simply need to pay the taxes he s:aved in past years. 

6, 	 Respondent argu~ that Duvall Livestock is a party in interest and that Jeffrey Duvall 

acted on behalf of the company when piping the streams. 

In light of Respondents' revelation in its PHE that Duvall Livestock and its principle 

owners. Jeffrey Duvall and Steve Duvall. were also engaged in and directed the work that caused 

the violations while Duvall Livestock purportedly leased the property from Duvall Development. 

Complainant may file a Motion for Leave to Amend the Complaint to Add Duvall Livestock 

and Steve Duvall as additional partlCS in this case. 

VI. Amendment to Witness List 

In accordance with Complainant's reservation in its Prehearing Exchange. 40 C.F.R. § 
22.19(f}, and based on its review of Respondent~ Prehearing Exchange, Complainant adds the < 

following witnesses that it may call at trial: 

10. 	Peler Stokely 
US EPA - Headquarters 
Washington, D.C. 
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Mr. Stokely if', an Environmental Scientist working for EPA Office of Civd Enforcement in 
Washington, DC. Mr, Stokely has gained 30 years experience in aerial photography 

interpretation. 22 year!{ experience in wetland science and CWA regulation and 10 years 

experience in Geographic [nformation Systems (GIS). Combining these experiences, :Mr. 
Stokely has interpreted wetland boundaries. drainage patterns. and hydrological connections in 

:support of CWA programs and enforcement efforts around the country. He has worked on cases 

in every EPA Region and has: interpreted aerial photography for several Corps of Engineer 

Dil)tri{;ts, Mr. Stokely has testified as.an expert witness in aerial photography interpretAtion in 
federal (.:ourt and EPA admini~trative proceedings over twenty times. Mr. Stokely graduated 

from West Virginia University in 1980 with a BS in Forest Resource Management. He wHl 

testify as a fact andlor expert witness regarding the interpretation of aerial photographs of stream 

2.2, and the exislence of piping along the length of the stream. 

1 L Mr. Steve Bingham 
128 Webb Rd. 
Clayton, Georgia 

Mr. Bingham will testify ~ fact wimess: about the flow in Stream 4. 

12. 	Fred Derrick 
Rabun County Golf Course 
1322 Old 441 S. 
Clayton. GA 30525 

Mr. Derrick will testify as a fact witness about the flow in Streams 2.1 and 3. 

13. 	Lorene Perteet 
45 Little House Lane 

Tiger. GA. 

Ms. Perteet will testify as a fact witness about tbe flow in Stream j, 

14. 	Justin Hammond 

U.S. Anny Corps of Engineers. Savannab District 

Lake Lanier Field Office 


Cumming, Georgia. 


ML Hammond is a Project Manager in the COE's Piedmont Branch, Regulatory Division. 

He wiU testify as a fact andlor expert witness regarding Nationwide Permits 3 and J8, and the 

"farm pond" exemption under CWA section 404(f)(1). and will testify that the wod< conducted 

by Respondents to pipe streams 1,2.1, part of 2,2. and 3 would not have been authorized by 
NWP 18. and that the project to replace piping at stream segment 2.2. (from old pond to Stcko. 
Creek) was not conSidered to be a minor deviation and wal,\ not authorized under N\VP 3. 
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VII. Amendment to Exhibits List (Comp1aM1ant' ~ Exhihits "eX") 

Pursuant to the reservation in Complainant's Prehearing Exchange to supplement its 
Exhibits List in response to Respondents' Prehearing Exchange. and in accordance with 40 

C.F.R. § 22.19(f). Complainant hereby amend, its Exhibit< Li't by adding the following 

dQCuments~ 

ex 29. Aerial photo of Blairsville Stream 

ex 30, COE Savannah SOP Vlorksheet for Mitigation Requirement<l for Piped Streams 

ex 31. EPA's Revised North Carolina Stream Assessment, Nov. 9, 2010 

CX 32. Joel Strange's Field Notes, 11-4-1O, Site Vi,it; Calculation of Amonnt of Fill Discharged 

by Respondents into Streams 

Finally, ex 27 is hereby supplemented with the resumes of additional expert witnesses 

identified above, Peter Stokely. and Justin Hammond. Also attached is the resume of David 
Melgaard, an EPA expert witness idcutined in Complainant's initial PHE, but whose re:mme was 

flot available at the time the PRE was fik-d becau!Se Mr. Melgaard was on extended Jeave. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Dated: November 12,2010 Robert W. Caplan 
Counsel for Complamant 
U.S. EPA, Region 4 
61 Forsyth Street, N.W. 
Atlanta, Georgia 303!}3 
404-562-9520 
caplan.robert@cpa,gQv 
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Proposed Penalty and Analysis of Statutory Penalty Factors in In the Maner of Duvall 

Development Co .. ~lC., and Jeffrey H. Duvall, Docket No. CWA-04-2010-550S. was 

filed Oil November 12, 2010 with Ihe Region 4, Regional Hearing Clerk, and that I have 

served a true and COITe\:t copy of the same on the parties listed below in the manner 

indicated: 

Judge Barbara A. Gunning (Vi. pouch mail) 
U.s. Environmenta1 Protection 

Agency - Mail Cnde 1900L 
1200 Penn:lylvania Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20460 

Robert W. Caplan (Via EPA's internal mail) 
Senior Attorney 

Sam Nunn Federal Center ~13 tli FI. 

U.S. EPA, Region 4 
61 Forsytb St., S.W. 
Atl'Ulta, GA 30303 

Edwin Schwartz, Esq. (Via Certified Mail, Return Receipt 
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Suite 1700 
Three Ravinia Drive 
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